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Foreword
by
David O. Le Conte, BSc, MBA, FCMI, FRAS, President of La Société Guernesiaise
Many embark on a journey of research into their family history, not knowing where it will take them. Few
arrive with their endeavours at such a completed state as Bill Duperouzel’s Petrosellum. To carry it to such a
conclusion takes sustained effort and willpower. The best most of us can do is to create a family tree, often
only partially complete, and sometimes inaccurate, perhaps accompanied by photographs of those relations it
has been possible to identify.
By contrast, Petrosellum contains comprehensive details of a host of people, from several branches
of the family. It is amply illustrated with photographs, maps and charts. The number of such illustrations is
amazing - at least one on almost every page. The author has gathered a superb collection of documentary
evidence, and has ably supplemented it with contemporary illustrations. To this he has added a wealth of
narrative, producing a very readable story, and bringing to life what could otherwise have been a dry
account.
The interests of La Société Guernesiaise, the local studies society of the Island of Guernsey, include
family history, and thorough research such as has been carried out by Bill Duperouzel is a most welcome
contribution to the island’s family history records. Having researched the origins of this unusual name, and
the first record of the Duperouzel family, he has continued to trace it around the world. Such research is
particularly difficult when some documents are in foreign languages, and some are located in far distant
lands. It is essential to refer back to source references. In this case, such references are not only quoted, but
reproduced, many in facsimile. It is particularly useful to have reproductions of source documents, enabling
the trail to be readily followed. It is also helpful to have transcriptions where documents are otherwise
difficult to read, and to have translations of foreign language documents. Here Petrosellum excels, to the
extent, for example, that obvious care has been taken with spelling of proper names, and the use of accents.
Within these pages the reader will find much drama. There are accounts of emigration, deportation,
crime and punishment, gentle lives and traumatic ones, peaceful and less peaceful deaths. It is all here. In
addition to being a thorough account of family history it is a source of social commentary. It caused me to
consider, for example, whether deportation from Guernsey to Australia could have been a benefit to both the
place of departure and the destination.
This 30-year labour of love has produced a scholarly work - one which could well serve as a
standard for future journals.

David Le Conte
Guernsey
January 2003
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Foreword
by
Gillian L. O’Mara, Historical and Heritage Researcher, Perth, Western Australia
William’s research has been thorough, well referenced and superbly written and is with no doubt a wonderful
source not only to members of the Duperouzel family worldwide but also to researchers of history
throughout France, Great Britain, and Australia.
The information gathered about the Duperouzel family in the Channel Islands and from my point of
view, particularly with reference to Aimable, from criminal records, newspaper reports, church records etc.
pre his arrival on Australian soil is recorded within these pages wonderfully.
Research into the Western Australian events, from transportee through to family and descendants is
well-documented bringing many of the people alive. Shown within these pages the author not only gives a
family history, but also has richly contributed to the social history of this period of time.
Upon reading the complete book I can but wonder on the hours of intensive work to gather
documents, information, visiting sites including cemeteries and photographs. Then to sort and write such a
comprehensive work that includes all aspects from Normandy and Brittany, to the other side of the world,
Australia. The style of writing and layout of documents and photographs enrich this work. Family trees have
been presented clearly and informatively.
The Bibliography and Appendices are an inspiration to other writers showing what can be achieved.
I can recommend this work not just to the Duperouzel family worldwide but also as a worthwhile
contribution to the history of Western Australia.

Gillian O’Mara
Perth, Western Australia
January 2003
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Preface

Preface
I was about fifteen years old when I remember asking my father many questions about my great-grandfather.
My father was very vague and jokingly answered, “...I am not really sure why he chose Australia...perhaps
he was on a convict ship”. Naturally, I never took this explanation very seriously. School teachers frequently
mispronounced the family name and would ask me questions about its origin. At that tender age the seeds of
curiosity were sown but it was ten years later before I began to look for the answers to my questions. I could
never have imagined what exciting discoveries I would unearth and how the story would unfold.
As a result of extensive research carried out over thirty years with my wife, Janet, a wealth of
information has been accumulated on the history of the families Duperouzel and Duperrouzel dating back to
1583. This research has been conducted primarily in France, the Channel Islands, Western Australia and
England but also in Canada, Jamaica, Haïti and the United States of America. During this period we have
visited many of these countries, with an incalculable number of hours spent in numerous French archive
departments. As a result we met many interesting people and established lasting friendships.
Family history, for me, is a passion. It is, therefore, a great honour to be able to document the history
of our ancestors. This has been a huge undertaking, much bigger than I ever envisaged. I have endeavoured
to ensure that the facts produced in this book are accurate and, as far as I am able, to represent the lives of the
characters with sensitivity. As may be expected, a few inaccuracies do occur in some of the original
documents but if there are any errors or omissions in the text or on the family trees I can only apologise. As
far as the family trees are concerned, it has not always been possible to establish whether a couple has, or is,
married or living together, separated or divorced. In these circumstances their names have been entered on
the family tree without reference to their status.
I decided to include the most important family documents in their entirety, as far as possible, in the
knowledge that very few members of the family are ever likely to see the originals. As so many of the
original documents are in French I have taken the liberty, where appropriate, to include an English
translation of a quotation in order to assist the reader.
Since 1971 I have built up a collection of over seven thousand documents, which includes
correspondence associated with the research. It is not possible, therefore, to include every single source
document or illustration in this book. In fact, the selection process for deciding what to include and what to
exclude has been very difficult.
My first exciting discovery happened when I visited New York en route from Los Angeles to the
Netherlands in December 1970. I will never forget the thrill of finding the name of Peter E. Duperrouzel in
the New York telephone directory. The fact that the name was written with two ‘rr’s was intriguing. This
made me even more determined to continue with my quest. Unfortunately, Peter was no longer living at that
address and it was not until fifteen years later that I was able to speak to him for the first time.
At the end of February 1971 I left the Netherlands to work in London where I continued with my
research. In May I discovered A. D. Duperouzel, of Ruette Braye, in the Guernsey telephone directory. I
wrote to introduce myself and subsequently had a reply from Hilda Duperouzel saying that her husband,
Albert, had passed away and that perhaps Albert’s brother, Maurice, in Lancashire may know something
about their ancestors. I subsequently spoke with Maurice and his wife, Irene.
As a consequence of my discoveries, my brother, Jack, in Australia looked to see if there was any
other information in the Perth archives to further my research. Jack was excited to tell me that our greatgrandfather came to Australia in a ship whose cargo was listed as convicts! A few days later I was equally
excited to inform him that I had obtained a full listing of the convicts on board the ship, the Lord Raglan,
from the Public Records Office in London. I was so captivated by this revelation that I decided to write a
book about my discoveries. My enthusiasm knew no bounds but little did I appreciate the enormity of the
task ahead of me. I am very grateful to Jack for his encouragement and for the important research he
undertook in those early years.
Information gathered from Australia and England indicated that I should visit Guernsey, in the
Channel Islands, and Coutances, in France. In Guernsey, in 1971, I discovered considerable information
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about my great-grandfather’s transportation. I also had the pleasure of meeting some distant relatives, Gladys
Duperouzel, and her sister, Daphne Horgan, and her daughter, Hannah. A week later I made a vital discovery
in Jersey. I found that my great-grandfather, Aimable, had married in Jersey and had a son who was born
there. In addition, I also discovered in Jersey a birth certificate for Edmond Léopold Duperrouzel, spelt the
same way as Peter Duperrouzel in New York. I became even more curious.
In Coutances I discovered that there were many people over the centuries with the family name in
the archives, some recorded as Dupérouzel, others as Duperrouzel. I realised at this point that tracing my
family tree was going to be hard work. I decided to record everybody with the name Dupérouzel and
Duperrouzel. During my brief visit to Coutances I also visited the small commune of Saint-Aubin-du-Perron
where my great-grandfather was born. Whilst there I met Jacques Yon, a teacher, who spoke English.
Jacques told me he thought there were some people living in the nearby commune of le Mesnilbus by the
name of Dupérouzel. Within the hour Jacques introduced me to Suzanne Dupérouzel, her son Gilbert, his
wife Michelle, and her two young grandsons, Damien and Frédéric. It was indeed a great thrill to meet
French members of the family.
In 1973 I returned to Perth, Western Australia, and continued with my research. Together with my
future wife, Janet, I organised the Duperouzel Family Reunion in the York Town Hall in August 1974. A
large family tree and numerous documents and photos were displayed, although the history was incomplete
at that stage. In 1979, at the time of Western Australia’s 150th anniversary celebrations, Channel 9 produced
a series called, Land Looking West. This featured the early pioneering days of the State’s development and
included an episode on its convict past. My great-grandfather, Aimable Dupérouzel, was one of the pioneers
featured in this television series. Also in the same year I was invited to give information on our Australian
ancestors to Mrs Rica Erickson, a writer and historian, who later published a series of volumes containing the
names and details of the early pioneers in a Biographical Index of Western Australians up to 1901. In 1984
Rica published a book about convicts in Western Australia called, A Brand on his Coat, which includes a
chapter about Aimable Duperouzel. It was a pleasure to assist Rica with these publications.
In 1981 Settlers House in York, Western Australia, was converted into an hotel. All the bedrooms
bear the name of a personage of renown from York’s past. I was delighted to donate some family history
material associated with my great-grandparents, including photos and a brief synopsis of their lives, which
are on display in the Duperouzel suite.
There have been many discoveries over the past fifteen years that widened the historical perspective
and gave greater clarity to the global picture. I will never forget the excitement I experienced on discovering
the farm, ‘le Pérouzel’, and the small commune of Pérouzel. I will also be eternally grateful to Frédéric Le
Bon, from Hauteville-la-Guichard, for giving me access to some vital documentation.
So many people have helped me in different ways over the years that it is impossible to thank
everybody individually. However, I especially wish to thank my wife, Janet, to whom I owe so much. She
has been on this adventure with me as my companion researcher, interpreter and translator. Janet has also
been my editor. Her unfailing dedication and attention to detail throughout the numerous re-writes has been a
tremendous inspiration to me. This story could not have been written without Janet’s invaluable contribution.
I also wish to thank my daughters, Adèle and Suzanne, for their patience, particularly during the visits we
have made to France over many years, and to other locations, searching archives and walking through many
old cemeteries!
I would also like to thank members of the Duperouzel family in France, Australia, England and
Guernsey and members of the Duperrouzel family in Canada, the United States of America and Jamaica for
all their assistance and co-operation. I have greatly enjoyed linking the different branches of the family and
having the pleasure of communicating with distant relatives. I value these relationships and hope that this
book will give present and future generations the opportunity to develop their own family friendships.
In addition, I would like to thank the following people for their important contribution and support.
In particular I am very grateful to the historian, Susan Pearson, for volunteering to read the final drafts of this
book. Her valuable comments have enhanced this publication. I am also very appreciative of the research and
enthusiastic support I have received from Huguette Robin. I would like, too, to thank Jane Hobson for her
assistance with certain passages of complex French text. The patience and support of David Gaulton in
helping me to overcome some challenging technical obstacles is, likewise, greatly appreciated.
I also wish to express my gratitude to the following people:- Coral Cooper; Deanna Corrigan; Robert
E. Davis; David Duperouzel; Dorathy Duperouzel; Gladys Duperouzel; Irene Duperouzel; Jack Duperouzel;
Ted and Tot Duperouzel; David Ferey; Pauline Fletcher; Lorraine Goodson; Daphne Horgan; Hannah
Horgan; David Kreckeler; Dominique Kremp; Juliette A. Lake; Lila Layman; Frédéric Le Bon; David Le
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Conte; Gilbert Ledoux; Olive Munckton; M. Nedelec; Gillian O’Mara; Guy Pérousel; Isabelle Renault; John
Sanders; Mona Skinner; René Le Texier; Josephine Thomson and Jacques Yon.
I would also like to extend my thanks to the staff of the numerous Mairies and archive departments
who have been so helpful over the years. These include the Mairies and Archive Departments in Normandy
and Brittany; the Greffe, Royal Court, Guernsey; the Judicial Greffe, Jersey; the Priaulx Library, Guernsey;
La Société Guernesiaise and members of the Family History Section in Guernsey; La Société Jersiaise and
members of the Channel Islands Family History Society in Jersey; the Public Records Office in Kew,
London; the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich; the J. S. Battye Library in Perth, Australia; the
National Archives of Australia, Canberra; the Genealogical Societies in Canada, the United States of
America, Haïti, Jamaica and various other libraries and archive departments.
It has been a wonderful experience and great privilege to research our family history and to discover
our roots. Anyone who has been involved with family research will appreciate that this is a difficult, complex
and time consuming jigsaw puzzle. Although this story starts from the very earliest years before arriving at
more recent generations, the actual research followed a foggy path which involved finding diverse and often
deeply hidden clues across the globe. Inevitably it touches on the lives of many for whom sadly there is little
written but there are those whose lives have been very well documented. Indeed there are some very
interesting characters whose lives colour and enrich this history. Many walks of life are encompassed,
including not only men of the cloth, but also those who upheld the law and those who broke it!
The mist has now cleared and it has become possible to relate this story which, for clarity, has taken
a chronological path.

William Thomas Duperouzel
January 2003

William Thomas Duperouzel at the Greffe, Royal Court, Guernsey, September 1971.
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Part I

France

Fougères.
Notions d’Histoire et d’Archéologie pour la région de Fougères. La Société Archéologique de Fougères.

The Origin of the Name

Chapter I

The Origin of the Name
A natural curiosity has surrounded the family name for generations. The name is so unusual that its bearer is
frequently asked about its origin and meaning. It is known to be French with its roots in Normandy and
Brittany. Many years of research in that area of France have revealed some interesting and valid theories
about the origin of the name, the most exciting being a fascinating piece of history dating back to the 12th
century.

Map of Normandy and Brittany.
Collins Guide to Normandy and Brittany.

One of the earliest explanations came from Monsieur René Le Texier who was the chief librarian at
the Bibliothèque Municipale in Coutances, Normandy, in 1971.
“…Perée. Pérouzel: - it is (in origin), a man where he is living in the road with stones (a roman road
perhaps) - in Latin language (Perre) - in normand language, Perreux, pérouzel etc…”. René Le Texier,
Bibliothèque Municipale, Ville de Coutances.

A Parisian company specialising in the origin of French surnames provided the following
explanation, although the family name does not actually feature in any of their publications.
The origin and formation of the surname: Dupérouzel: - It appears to be a name of topographical
origin. The root is Latin, Petra, stone, becoming Petrosus or Petrosa, or the French Pierreux,
Pierreuse. From the breakdown of these words one finds, Perreux, Preux, sometimes Perrasse, in the
North of France; Peyroux, Perrouse, Peyrouse, are names often found South of the river Loire. There
are some people called Perossel in Lyon. Thus, at the time when the family had become established,
it was found in a stony or pebbled place. The surname remains, changed by the addition of a prefix:
‘du’, and of a suffix: ‘el’. According to the normal process of name formation it seems that this
family is originally from a region of France called the langue d’oc, where it would have been found
in about the XV and XVI centuries. Annuaire de la Noblesse de France, Paris, 1972.

Numerous publications specialising in the origin and meaning of French surnames have been
researched in France. The names Dupérouzel and Duperrouzel do not feature. However, there are some
surnames which are similar to Pérouzel:
1
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“....Pérou, Pérouse, Perrouse, Perre, Perrée, Perrièr, Perrelle, Perron.….”
Encyclopédie ou Dictionnaire raisonne des sciences, arts et métiers, 1778.
“....Periers, Pere, Peron, Perron, Pérouse, Perrou, Perrouse, Perrousse, Pérusse, Perole, Peyroles,
Peyrolles, Peyroules, Peyrouse, Peyrouzet, Peyrusse....”. Dictionnaire des communes, 1946 (featuring
French surnames from XVth century).

….Pérol, Pérols, Péronel, Péronne, Pérore, Pérorele, Pérot, Pérotte, Péperpre, Perre, Perrée, Perrel,
Perrelouz, Perreor, Perrer, Perrére, Perrete, Perreyer, Perrire, Perrochel, Perrosel, Perroncel, Perruel,
Prousel, Perrois, Perrole, Perron, Perreuse, Perreux, Perrex, Pérouse, Perrouse Péruse, Pereuse,
Perrusse, Peyrusse, Peyrouse, Peyrouzet....Taken from various sources.

The publication of French surnames by Monsieur R. G. de Beaucoudrey, Le Language Normand,
and the publication, Petit Dictionnaire de l’Ancien Français, by Hilaire van Daele, both have extensive lists
of French surnames although they do not contain the names Dupérouzel or Duperrouzel. However, there are
people in the Ardennes region, in Givet, by the name of Dupérrouse and also by the name of Péroussel and
Pérousselle in Xures, Meurthe-et-Moselle. Similarly, there are people by the name of Pérouse, Pérousse and
Pérouze, living in Dieuouard, Meurthe-et-Moselle.
Some words associated with similar family surnames have the following dictionary definitions:
Duperron - hameau - hamlet
Dupeyroux - form of Duperreux - someone who has originated from Peyroux
Duperreux - native of - Le Perray-ey-et-eux
Leperré - Peré - stones (ed)
Ouzeau, ouzelet, ouzet, ouzilleau - regional forms of oiseau - bird
Pérussel - Poirier sauvage - wild pear tree
Roussel - referring to a red haired man
Roseau - became Rosel - water plant - name used in Calvados and Jersey

Huguette Robin from Octeville, near Cherbourg, has suggested another explanation for the origin of
the family name using an association with the word for bird, ‘oiseau’. She referred to a song called, Sur le
pont de Nantes, which dates back to the middle ages. It originates in the Gascogne-Aquitaine-Béarn regions
of south west France. This song talks about a bird in ancient times as an ‘auzel’ or ‘auzelu’.

Sur le Pont de Nantes
Old French
Sul punte de Nanto
Y’a un auzelu
Touto le neit canto
Canto sa canzoun

Modern French
Sur le pont de Nantes
Il y a un oiseau
Toute la nuit chante
Son chant le plus beau

English
On the bridge of Nantes
There is a bird
Which sings all night
Its sweetest song

refrain

refrain

refrain

Se canto, que canto
Canto pas per io
Canto per ma mio
Qu’es allen de io

S’il chante, qu’il chante
Chante pas pour moi
Chante pour ma mie
Toujours loin de moi

If it sings, let it sing
It sings not for me
It sings for my darling
So far away

Il cucut se vanto
Ou est un bel auzel
Canto e s’allegro
Su sun sarradel

Le coucou se vante
D’etre un bel oiseau
Chante et se rejouit
Sur son coteau

The cuckoo is boasting
That it’s such a fine bird
It sings and rejoices
On its hillside

Courtesy of Huguette Robin.

According to Huguette, “…in the middle ages the letter ‘u’ was pronounced as ‘ou’ and therefore
this reference to ‘auzel’ and ‘oiseau’ suggests the dialect of the south west. In the middle ages, Gascon
traders from the south west used to travel to the Côtentin area of la Manche, and to England, to sell their
wine from Bordeaux. In return, the traders would buy or exchange their wine for dried fish before returning
to the south west. It is highly likely that some traders decided to settle locally in la Manche whereby they
eventually adopted the name ‘auzel’, or ‘bird’, pronounced ‘ouzel’. The ‘père’ = father, and the ‘du’ = of the,
thus, ‘of the father bird’. ”
There was further Gascon influence in the area of la Manche where the first known ancestors were
living in 1583. Normandy during the middle ages was divided, for the purposes of jurisdiction, into separate
2
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areas called ‘sergenteries’. The early forebears lived under the jurisdiction of the family le Gascoigne of the
Sergenterie de la Halle which was prominent from the 15th century until the French Revolution. This Gascon
presence, therefore, may have contributed to the dialect of the south west entering the local language.
However, perhaps the most exciting and convincing explanation concerning the origin and meaning
of the name was put forward by Monsieur Hodebert, the head archivist at the Archives Municipales in
Fougères, Brittany. His explanation centred upon the development of a small hamlet called Pérouzel, situated
sixteen kilometres south of Fougères in the département of Ille-et-Vilaine.
Pérouzel indicates the name was known in the XII century by the Latin name of Petrosellum, referring
to someone who was a religious hermit in the XII century who had taken his name from the apostle
Saint Peter and called himself, Peter. This particular region, in and around Fougères, had a large
number of religious hermits between the XII and XV centuries. They would live in the forests and on
ridges as recluses. The place or spot where these religious hermits lived would be named after the
hermit which was also known as the hermit’s ‘seat’. Followers would attach themselves to these
religious hermits to form a group of religious followers. The Petro in Petrosellum, in this case, is
referring to a religious hermit or person called Peter; the Latin ‘sellum’ means ‘seat’ or ‘chair’.
Hence, the religious seat or chair of this particular religious hermit, Peter, was called, ‘sellum’. Thus,
the religious chair of Peter was known as Petrosellum. Over the years the ‘t’ in Petrosellum was
substituted with an acute accent over the é, before the ‘r’. The pronunciation of the ‘o’ in the local
Celtic language known as Gallo sounded the ‘o’ as a ‘u’. Eventually the ‘u’ became adopted. In the
post XII century the use of the ‘s’ in the way it was written was often being interchanged with the
letter ‘z’. Throughout France prior to the XIII century nearly all place names were Latin based. From
that time onwards they were translated into French from Latin so eventually Petrosellum became
Pérousel or Pérouzel. It appears the name stabilised as Pérouzel in the XIII century. M. Hodebert, head
archivist, Archives Municipales in Fougères.

An essay on the hermits of Fougères entitled, Les Ermites de la Forêt de Fougères, by Mme. la
Vicomtesse Le Bouteiller is published in the Bulletin & Mémoires de la Société Archéologique et Historique
de l’arrondissement de Fougères, held in the Archives Municipales de Fougères. In her essay the Vicomtesse
discusses the religious revival that took place in that area of Brittany in the 11th century, the period of Raoul
I, baron of Fougères. The Church in Brittany at that time had become increasingly corrupt with the result that
some of the clergy sought a more spiritually fulfilling life as recluses. Certain eminent clerics, such as dom
Vital, were very influential in encouraging the hermitical existence and were regarded as saintly. The
Vicomtesse quotes the following passage by Geoffroy le Gros, biographer of Saint Vital. His source is an old
Savigny manuscript. It is not possible to establish if the hermit, Peter, mentioned in this passage is the same
hermit whose presence was responsible for the eventual formation of the small commune of Pérouzel.
There was on the borders of Maine and Brittany vast areas of wilderness in which, like
another Thebaïde, flourished a collection of hermits living in humble huts, people famous for their
virtues and saintliness. The most illustrious and worthy amongst them were Robert d’Abrissel, Vital
de Mortain and Raoul de la Futaie, who later founded large monasteries.
During this period the fortunate Bernard d’Abbeville became a monk in Saint-Cyprien de
Poitiers, where he stayed for ten years, having fled the abbey of Saint-Savin which wanted him to
become abbot, believing himself to be unworthy of this honour. Bernard d’Abbeville came in contact
with another man noted for his virtues, who lived near this monastery and whose name was Pierre des
Étoiles. He begged him to embrace his plans to retreat and to lead him into some wild and unknown
place where he could escape the pursuits of his brothers. Pierre agreed, and the two saintly men set
out, arriving at last, after several days journey, in the desolate area where Saint Vital lived, the leader
of all the hermits in the region.
Pierre des Étoiles sang Bernard’s praises to Vital, using the borrowed name of ‘Guillaume’
so that he would not know his real name or his work, and begged him to welcome him as one of his
disciples. The generous hearted guide then took leave of Vital and returned home.
As a result dom Vital assembled all his hermits and explained to them the reason for the
arrival of this new recluse, and his desire to live with them. They deliberated and acquiesced
unanimously to his request and prayer. Without delay, each of the hermits, following the custom of
the ancient fathers of the wilderness, offered him his abode with great zeal. But dom Vital, heartened
by their fervent magnanimity, calmed this pious rivalry, ordering that ‘Guillaume’ should visit all the
hermits’ huts and choose the one that suited him best. The new recluse did so, penetrating into the
deepest areas of the forest and stopped at the hut of a hermit called, Peter.
The hut of this hermit fitted completely the taste of the newcomer, who had yearned, for a
long time, for such a poor abode, denuded of all comfort. The hermit, Peter, not knowing how to
cultivate the land, earned his living by weaving baskets and doing various jobs according to the
season. He had built the small hut from bark and branches in an old tumble down chapel dedicated to
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Saint Médard, which folk now call Saint Mars. This poor hut was like those used by the clog makers
in the forest of Fougères at the beginning of the century. Was it not the type found in Saint-Mars
d’Égrenne or Saint-Mars-la Futaie? The hut had already been blown over by the wind, but in order to
avoid similar inconvenience he secured the wreckage by attaching it to branches of the oak tree which
shaded it.
The hermit, Peter, was so delighted that ‘Guillaume’ preferred the poverty of his hut to the
other habitations that he wanted to mark the event with a good meal, a treat which, as shall be
evident, was completely in keeping with his abode. He examined all his provisions and found he
hardly had enough for a guest. He was then forced to run hastily across the forest carrying two
baskets. He filled them with grasses, blackberries, and some other wild fruits. Whilst he was
collecting the assortment of fruits he noticed a swarm of bees in a tree trunk which had produced a
good quantity of honey and bees wax. Peter, who was not hoping for such good luck thought that this
fortunate discovery was due to the virtues of his new guest. So after thanking God for having
provided him with abundant sustenance he added a dish made up of leaves from different trees.
Unfortunately, he lacked the bread which would have been, without a doubt, the finest dish of the
meal.
‘Guillaume’ spent three years hidden at Saint-Mars, close to the hermit Peter (1097-1099).

Raoul I was proud of his forest and his château in Fougères and was concerned that the presence of
the hermits in the forest would upset the game he kept there. He therefore gave the hermits the forest of
Savigny which had a better water supply and more fertile soil. The majority of the hermits, therefore, left the
forest of Fougères for that of Savigny. However, some hermits ventured to other areas such as the forest of
Haut Sève where the little commune of Pérouzel is situated.

Pérouzel hamlet, situated bottom right, east of Saint-Aubin-du-Cormier, Ille-et-Vilaine, Brittany, Cassini map 1770s.
The Royal Geographical Society, London.

Pérouzel hamlet, close-up view, Cassini map 1770s.
The Royal Geographical Society, London.

Pérouzel is located half way between Fougères and Rennes in beautiful countryside. It is built on an
escarpment, or ridge, the ‘seat’ of the hermit, Peter. The road to Saint-Aubin-du-Cormier, the nearest small
town, runs along the length of the ridge for about a kilometre. Pérouzel is very old. There are only thirty five
houses surviving, including a few farmhouses and outbuildings. Nearly all the houses are situated on the
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lower side of the road with commanding views over the valley of the Couesnon, the river which separates
part of Brittany from Normandy. On the upper side there are only eight houses all backing onto a forest
called the Bois et Lande de Rumignon. About sixty people reside in Pérouzel. There is no church or
cemetery. A map of Pérouzel and the surrounding area, measuring 150 cm x 110 cm and dating from c1820,
is held in the Archives Départementales de Rennes. This shows that Pérouzel was originally located in the
district of Saint-Aubin-du-Cormier and not in the district of Saint-Jean-sur-Couesnon.

Pérouzel hamlet, near Saint-Aubin-du-Cormier, section of map dated 1820. Archives Départementales de Rennes.

Pérouzel hamlet, east of Saint-Aubin-du-Cormier. Map institut géographique national 1317O.
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Pérouzel hamlet. Left, road sign to Pérouzel hamlet. Right, house in the commune.

Pérouzel hamlet, roadside farmhouses, view looking west.

Pérouzel hamlet, roadside farmhouses, view looking east.
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The Cassini maps of France, produced by the Cassini brothers in the 1770s, are the earliest to be
recorded in fine detail. One of their maps reveals two further places by the name of Pérouzel situated in close
proximity near Fougères, namely, Grand Pérouzel and Petit Pérouzel. The Grand Pérouzel and Petit Pérouzel
were originally part of a hamlet, also known in the 12th century as ‘Petrosellum’, situated on the edge of the
forest of Fougères. This would imply that this area was also the seat of a hermit. The two properties are
located, one on each side of the road leading from Fougères to Rennes. This section of the road was known
in the 12th century by the Latin name, Viam Petroselle. These properties were also recorded as Le Haut
Pérouzel and Le Bas Pérouzel. They are now known simply as Pérouzel.

Cassini map 1770s showing Grand Pérouzel and Petit Pérouzel, situated between Fougères and the forest of Fougères.
The Royal Geographical Society, London.

Viam Petroselle. North, Petit Pérouzel. South, Grand Pérouzel. Cassini map 1770s.
The Royal Geographical Society, London.

According to property records held in the Archives Municipales de Fougères the original land at
Grand Pérouzel and Petit Pérouzel was divided, before the French Revolution in 1789, into several fiefs,
pieces of land, belonging to different seigneuries or land owners. Thus, the land was divided as follows:
1. One piece of Pérouzel land comprising 100 journaux, about 50 hectares,
belonging to the Seigneurie of the Manor, the seigneurial land of Lécousse.
2. Another piece of ‘noble’ Pérouzel land, comprising 80 journaux,
belonging to the Seigneurie of Larchapt, seigneurial land in the parish of Romagné.
3. Le Bas Pérouzel, an important farm on Manor land, owned by the Ursulinian
nuns of Fougères from 1682, previously in the ownership of Le Bigot.
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Grand Pérouzel.

Petit Pérouzel.
Above, rear view. Below, front view and two doorways.
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In the centre of the forest of Fougères, near Landéan, there is a stream by the name ‘du Pérouzel’.
This stream, together with a number of other streams, flows into a large lake in the centre of the forest.
Monsieur Hodebert suggested that another hermit called Peter probably had his ‘seat’ or ‘chair’ in the forest,
somewhere near the source of this stream, and that the stream was probably named after the hermit. There is
also another stream called ‘de Pérousel’ which is within easy walking distance of a modern property called
‘Le Péroussel’, west of La Bouëxière near la Porte de Chevré, not far from Pérouzel.

The du Pérousel stream located in the centre of the forest of Fougères, Brittany.
Institut géographique national 1317N.

The de Pérousel stream near la Porte de Chevré, west of la Bouëxière, Brittany.
Institut géographique national 1218E.
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The Archives Départementales de Rennes contain a number of surnames which probably also had
their origins in the two communes of Pérouzel, namely, Pérousel, Perrouzel, Perrousse, Peirouze, Perroux,
Perousseux and Pairousel. The Cercle Genéalogique d’Ille-et-Vilaine, Rennes, indicated that families with
the following surnames were at some point living in Brittany:
Pérouzel
Pérousel
Perrouzel
Perrucel
Perrussel

Landivy; Fougères; Bazouges-du-Désert
St. Germain-en-Cogles; Vieux-Vy-Sur-Couesnon; Vitré
Châtellier; La Bouêxière; Fougères; Parigné; Vitré
Acigné
La Bouêxïère; Noyal-sur-Vilaine

A variant of the family surname is also featured on a War Memorial at the entrance to the chateau of
Vitré, dedicated to the French fallen during the World Wars. This shows the name J. Perrovssel. Also, the
War Memorial in Noyal-sur-Vilaine includes the name L. Pérussel, whilst a gravestone near the entrance of
La Bouêxière cemetery, is engraved with the name Pérrussel. The names Pérouzel and Pérousel continue to
be well known in and around Fougères particularly in the commune of Lécousse. Within the départements of
Ille-et-Vilaine and Mayenne there are people living with the surnames Pérouzel, Pérousel, Pérrussel,
Pérousse. Also, there are people by the name of Pérrussel living in Antwerp, Belgium.

Index of surnames from the 14th century.
Archives Départementales de Rennes.

As far as the family Pérouzel is concerned the earliest records discovered in the Archives
Départementales de Rennes feature Pierre de Perrouze in 1595 and César Perrouze in 1603. A further entry
refers to Robert Perrouzel and Georginne Petiot and the birth of their son Jean Perrouzel in 1625. Mention is
made of another Jean Perrouzel and Jeanne Contin and the birth of their four children:
Marc Perrouzel
Jacques Perrouzel
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b. 1628
b. 1638

Olivier Perrouzel
Rosalie Perrouzel

b. 1635
b. 1640
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The archives also contain references to Michel Perrouzel and Marie Foucher and the birth of two
children, namely, Marie Perrouzel b.1635 and Jean Perrouzel b.1636. Other people mentioned in the records
are Pierre Pérouzel in 1698, ‘valet chez Couvey de la Bremannière, a pris part à une rixe entre son maître et
vivien de la Dauphinage’, and Pérouzel, ‘L’abbé de Vitré’. A significant entry refers to the birth of
Françoise Perrouzel, the daughter of Robert Perrouzel and Marie Foucher, possibly the same Françoise
Perrouzel who is mentioned in the Rennes records in 1696 as being a merchant in Fougères. It would have
been very unusual to find a woman having such a role within the community at that time. The initial
impression gained from reading the archive material in Rennes is that the family was not impoverished in
the 17th century.
Despite an exhaustive search throughout Brittany no records were found in the names of Dupérouzel
or Duperrouzel. It is highly probable that trade led members of the Pérouzel family to move from Brittany to
settle in Normandy in the middle of the 16th century. The existence of the name Dupérouzel in Paris in the
late 1600s may also indicate the possibility of trade between Brittany and the city. It was not uncommon for
families who moved away from their roots to add the prefix ‘Du’ or ‘du’ to their surname. In this case
members of the Pérouzel family who moved from this part of Brittany to Normandy and to Paris could have
added the prefix to their surname to indicate that they were from Pérouzel. Thus, Dupérouzel or Duperrouzel
would have become their surname.
Research in Paris shows the marriage of Jean Dupérouzel to Anne Prévost in July 1684. This
marriage in Saint-Germain-en-Laye, a district west of Paris, was witnessed by Jacques Dupérouzel, the
brother of Jean. At the time of their wedding in 1684 and the birth of their first child, Jean Dupérouzel and
Anne Prévost were living in Bougival. Records for this commune do not show any entries to indicate where
Jean and Anne were born. Jean’s father is recorded as Jean Pérouzel, although no mention is made of his
place and date of birth.

Marriage record for Jean Dupérouzel and Anne Prévost, 27 July 1684.
Paris Archives.
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Jean Dupérouzel and Anne Prévost had four children. The baptism of their first child, Marie-Anne,
born 25 February 1687, showed the godfather as Gervais Sualem who was the son of the famous Belgian
engineer, René Sualem, who was responsible for the design and construction of the Machine de Marly. This
was the system devised to pump water from the river Seine to feed the châteaux and fountains of Versailles
and Marly.

Marie-Anne Duperrouzel, baptism record, 1687. Paris Archives.

It is interesting to note the variety of ways the surname was recorded for this one family:
Marie-Anne Duperrouzel
Parents, Jean Dupérouzel & Anne Prévost
Claude Dupérsel
Parents, Jean Dupérsel & Anne Prévost
Jean Pérousee
Parents, Jean Peroset & Anne Prévost
Claude Dupérsoir
Parents, Jean Dupérsoir & Anne Prévost

b.1687 d.1687 9 months
b.1688 d.1689 4½ months
b.1690 d.1691 aged 1 year
b.1692

Paris Archives.

Another entry in the Parisian archives refers to the birth of Marie Elizabeth Pérousel who was born
in 1742 in Saint-Germain-en-Laye to parents Alexandre-Marie Pérousel and Marie Anne de Ponzacht. The
godfather and godmother were beggars. It was the custom amongst families who moved in the higher
echelons of society at that time to have poor people as godparents in order that their children may be drawn
closer to God in their spiritual life. It is possible that Alexandre-Marie was a son of Claude Dupérouzel,
Dupérsoir.

A map dated 1767, illustrated below, shows the area of Saint-Germain-en-Laye and Versailles where
members of this branch of the family lived at the end of the 17th century and at the beginning of the 18th
century. The communes where members of the family once lived include Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Vesinet, le
Pesq, Saint-Léger, Bougival, Marly and Versailles.
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Map of Versailles and Marly, 1767. Paris Archives.

An in-depth search of the Parisian archives did not reveal any other people by the name of
Dupérouzel, Duperouzel, Pérouzel or Pérousel. No link has been established between the Dupérouzel family
in Paris and those discovered in Normandy.
The reason why the names Dupérouzel and Duperrouzel have evolved as distinct from the name
Pérouzel cannot be established with certainty. Apart from the very strong possibility of scribal error there are
other feasible explanations. One possibility is that the prefix may have been added to the name at the time of
the Revolution in 1789. During that period it was not uncommon for the prefixes ‘de’ and ‘de la’, and
sometimes ‘du’ and ‘le’, to join up with the surname in order to avoid any perceived association with the
aristocracy. Although the name was sometimes written ‘Dupérouzel’ or ‘Duperrouzel’ before the Revolution
there seems to have been a greater number of people bearing the name without a separate prefix following
that event than there had been in previous years. This is particularly apparent on the Duperrouzel family tree.
Another explanation involves location. The Dupérouzel and Duperrouzel families have been traced
back to the 16th century in the département of la Manche, Normandy. These names, therefore, may have
come about as a result of people moving away from Brittany. They could also have resulted from people
taking their surname from their place of abode. In the hamlet of Feugères, in la Manche, there exists a
farmhouse called, le Pérouzel. It is possible that people by the name of Pérouzel either owned or worked on
this farm and adopted the prefix ‘Du’ implying that they were ‘of’ or ‘from’ the farm.
The Pérouzel farmhouse in Feugères, Normandy, is situated one hundred kilometres north of
Fougères in Brittany, the homeland of the Pérouzel family. The similarity between the two names is
remarkable. Fougères in Brittany takes its name from the French word for a fern, une fougère. The fern can
be seen on the town’s coat of arms. The name Feugères in Normandy could have the same origin. If there is
another connection between Fougères and Feugères it is not known. It has not been possible to establish for
certain whether the farmhouse, le Pérouzel, was actually owned by the Pérouzel family but there is a high
probability that this property was the original Norman home of the Dupérouzel and Duperrouzel families.
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Chapter II

The Early Years
The oldest known record of an ancestor in Normandy is dated 1606. It is held in the Archives
Départementales de la Manche, Saint-Lô. His name was Raoul le pérouzel. This specific document, Article
5E5987, is contained with similar documents within a large volume entitled, 21 Marigny, ARTICLES 1-29,
1562-1710, Remilly, Mesnilbus, Saint-Sauveur-Lendelin. The Article describes a property transaction
involving three brothers Gilles dupérouzel, Robert dupérouzel and Julien dupérouzel who were selling a
property called ‘Ourry’ following the death of their father, Raoul le pérouzel, in the small hamlet of
Feugères. It has not been possible to find further details about ‘Ourry’. Raoul is also referred to in Article
5E5987 written in 1616 which mentions Robert selling ruined houses belonging to Raoul, his father, at Le
Mesnil Eury in 1583.

Marigny Articles 1652-1710, reference 5E5987, extract taken from page 3 of 3, dated 1606.
Archives Départementales de la Manche, Saint-Lô.

It is possible that Raoul may have come from Brittany to Normandy, as previously suggested.
Although Raoul seems to have been a popular name in Brittany during this period it is highly unlikely that
there were two men by that name living in the small commune of Feugères at this time. It must be assumed,
therefore, that the Raoul referred to in the 1616 entry is the same Raoul referred to in the 1606 entry.
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Map showing Feugères and neighbouring hamlets. Cassini map c1770s
The Royal Geographical Society, London

These ancient documents from the Marigny Articles are written in old French. Those written
between 1562 and 1650 are extremely difficult to read and to translate. In many instances they are almost
impossible to interpret but they have been successfully translated into modern French by Monsieur Nedelec,
the head archivist at the Archives Départementales de la Manche. In all, there are thirty-eight separate
entries in the Marigny Articles referring to members of the Dupérouzel family written between 1606-1707. It
was easier to decipher the main points of the entries from the 1700s onwards as these are more clearly
written.
Some examples of handwriting acquired from the Cercle Genéalogique de Coutances provide a brief
insight into the difficulties of translating the old French records. These examples illustrate the changing
styles for each letter in the name Dupérouzel during the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries.
Examples of French lettering
17th century

th

16 century
C21

Capitals

Normal

C21

Capitals

Normal

18th century
C21

Capital

Normal
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The small commune of Feugères where Raoul and his family lived is located about ten kilometres
north of Coutances in the département of la Manche. La Manche is one of ninety five départements in France
and is situated on the Cherbourg peninsular on the north west coast. Feugères is situated within a triangular
shaped area between the cathedral city of Coutances to the west, Périers to the north, and Saint-Lô to the
east. Within a twenty kilometre radius of Feugères there are many similar small communes, or hamlets,
where ancestors were concentrated from the early 1600s.

Map showing Feugères and surrounding area in 1811. The farm, le Pérouzel, is north of Feugères.
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Map of the farm, le Pérouzel, in 1900.

Map of the farm, le Pérouzel, in 1950 showing the approach to the farm via rue du Pérouzel.
Mairie of Feugères.
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The large farmhouse called le Pérouzel, believed to be the original homestead of the du pérouzel
family, is situated about half a kilometre north of Feugères and consists of sixteen hectares. Its land adjoins a
small château called the Maison de Feugères. The approach to the farmhouse is via a track called rue du
Pérouzel, a distance of two hundred metres from Pont de la Roque, which links with the road from Périers to
Saint-Lô. The property is not visible from Pont de la Roque and was too small to feature on the 18th century
Cassini maps. However, local drawings of the commune of Feugères, prepared in 1811, provide an outline of
the boundaries for each property including le Pérouzel. It is believed the property dates from the 16th century
although some of the outbuildings were added in the 18th and 19th centuries. The farmhouse is primarily
constructed of stone although part has been cement rendered. The left half comprises living accommodation
whilst the right half, which still retains an ancient rounded doorway, is used for storage. The roof of the
house would have been thatched originally.

The farm, ‘le Pérouzel’, Feugères, la Manche.

Top, front view of the farmhouse, the original farmhouse to the right of the building.
Bottom: Left, close- up of the original farmhouse.
Bottom: Right, above, view of the farmhouse and below, an ancient doorway.
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The farm, ‘le Pérouzel’. Aerial view. Courtesy of Madame Nicole Tapin.

The offices of the Matrice Cadastrale des Propriétés Bâties in Saint-Lô hold the last known recorded
transaction referring to the farm, le Pérouzel. This specific record is dated 1945, volume 1911-1963, and lists
the properties of Ferrand de la Conté. It includes le Pérouzel which is described as a ‘maison’, house, under
section 551, with a ‘tire’ of 33, generating an income of three hundred and fifty francs per annum.
In order to discover more information about the farm and its origins it would be necessary to conduct
a search of the records held with the Matrice. This would involve a thorough examination of the records, on a
property by property basis, over the last four hundred years or more, with no guarantee of results as the
records are somewhat incomplete. It could be that the three du pérouzel brothers sold the farm in the early
1600s to the de la Conté family from Saint Brice-en-Coglès, Brittany, who are the current owners of the
property. Saint Brice-en-Coglès is situated fifteen kilometres west of Fougères in Ille-et-Vilaine. The de la
Conté family do not know exactly how long they have had ownership of le Pérouzel. It is one of many
properties owned by the family in Normandy, Brittany and elsewhere in France. According to Mme. de la
Conté le Pérouzel has been in the ownership of her family for at least the last four hundred years.

Map showing Feugères and surrounding area.
Institut géographique national 1317 est.
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The countryside around Feugères consists of lush rural pastures used for dairy farming and for
breeding horses. There are many apple orchards and the region has a reputation for producing an apple-based
brandy known as calvados. Since the end of World War II the region has undergone many changes resulting
in a reduction in the number of orchards and small dairy farms. The area is characterised by narrow roads
lined by high hedges which divide the land into small paddocks and orchards. These are similar to those
found in the county of Devon in England.

Feugères, the cider press in the centre of the commune.

The little commune of Feugères is situated halfway between the towns of Coutances and Saint-Lô.
Coutances, the ancient town of Cosendia, is built on the spur of a rock and stands high above the rural
landscape. The cathedral of Notre Dame is a gothic building situated in the heart of the town. On a clear day
it can provide views of the Channel Islands. Coutances has been the seat of a bishop since the middle of the
5th century. Notre Dame, commissioned in the 13th century, stood on the remains of a Romanesque church
that had been completed in the year 1056. The cathedral was completed due to the generosity of Tancrède de
Hauteville-la-Guichard, the founder of the Kingdom of Sicily. Coutances features quite strongly in the lives
of ancestors living during the 19th and 20th centuries. The city suffered badly during World War II when
ninety percent of the city was destroyed during the Liberation in July 1944.

Coutances in 1820. Painted by M. Maugin.
Coutances et le Coutançais. Published by Manche Tourisme 1992.
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Coutances cathedral in 1910.
Mémoire en Images, Coutances.
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Saint-Lô, to the east of Coutances, is the principal administrative centre of la Manche. It was also
built on a rock and overlooks the Vire valley. The city suffered more than any other community in
Normandy during World War II. It provided powerful support for the German resistance after the Allied
landings and was pounded by the American air force until its liberation on 19 July 1944. By then, ninety five
percent of the city had been demolished. The city has since been rebuilt. The ramparts have been restored
and give a particularly attractive appearance to the upper town, known as the Enclos.

Saint-Lô, print showing the bridge and cathedral, 1880.

In the north of la Manche the large and busy international port of Cherbourg serves transatlantic
shipping. It also serves as a ferry port to the south coast of England, mainly to Southampton and Portsmouth
and to the Channel Islands. On the edge of the sea to the south of la Manche is Mont Saint Michel. As a
pilgrimage site with its unique abbey and church it boasts of being the second most popular tourist venue in
France. A masterpiece of Norman architecture, dating from the 8th to the 15th centuries, its extraordinary
triangular outline dominates the skyline.
Coutances was the administrative head of the region until 1796 when this function passed to SaintLô where the Archives Départementales are located. Some ecclesiastical records are still held in Coutances.
Civil registration in France began in 1792 when the French Revolution got into its stride and everything in
the old regime had to be changed. Before 1792 the registration of baptisms, marriages and burials was
undertaken by the parochial clergy, this having been obligatory from the 16th century. This was usually the
case in Western Europe. Two copies were made, one remaining with the Mairie in the local parish, or
commune, and the other sent to the office of the judicial organisation in the locality. In 1792 the parish
registers were turned over to the Archives of each municipality. As so much of Saint-Lô was destroyed
during World War II so, too, were most of the central civil registration records of la Manche.
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Initial research carried out in 1971 started in Coutances and was followed by a visit to the small
commune of Saint-Aubin-du-Perron, situated close to Feugères. At that time there were very few centrally
located records and therefore it was necessary to look through all the records for baptisms, marriages and
burials in every commune where a clue suggested ancestors once lived. Individual visits to the Mairie of
each commune needed to be carefully planned and synchronised to maximise the limited time available as
most Mairies were only open for a few hours a week. This eventually involved multiple visits and many,
many hours spent thumbing through old registers, archives and books taking notes. Following up clues and
hunches resulted in numerous requests being made by correspondence for photocopies of documents and for
additional information to be sent. In all instances the Mairies were co-operative, helpful and prompt with
their replies. Research took place in nearly thirty communes most of which were located within a twenty
kilometre radius of Feugères. These include:

Ancteville
Blainville
Briqueville-la-Blouette
Cherbourg
Coutances
Feugères
Granville
Hauteville-la-Guichard
Lozon
Le Mesnilbus
Le Mesnil-Eury
Le Mesnil-Vigot
Le Mesnil-Rouxelin
Marigny

Monchaton
Montpinchon
Montreuil-sur-Lozon
Périers
Picauville
Pont l’Abbé
Remilly-sur-Lozon
Saint-Aubin-du-Perron
Saint-Georges-Montcoq
Saint-Lô
Saint-Martin-d’Aubigny
Saint-Michel-de-la-Pierre
Saint-Pierre-de-Coutances
Saint-Sauveur-Lendelin

Map showing the triangular area between Coutances, Périers and Saint-Lô.
Manche 50 calendar.
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Map of the communes of la Manche.
Archives Départementales de la Manche, Saint-Lô .
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The condition of the registers, or record books, for baptisms, marriages and burials varied greatly
from Mairie to Mairie. Most records were kept in ordinary cupboards, usually unlocked. These registers,
some of which date back to the early or mid 1600s, showed varying signs of age. They were usually covered
in dust, some not having been looked at for years. Others had been affected by fire, water, damp or just
normal wear and tear. Many possessed the unique smell commensurate with having survived for many
centuries. In some registers pages were very fragile and in some instances they were kept in place with an
elastic band. It is amazing that so many registers survived the devastation of the Second World War. It was
certainly a privilege to handle these precious and invaluable documents.
The discovery of the early records for Raoul and his sons was very exciting as they provided the clue
as to why the family name was sometimes written with one ‘r’ and sometimes with two. It was as a result of
the death of Raoul that his property was sold by his three sons, Gilles, Robert and Julien. However, an entry
recorded in the Marigny Articles in 1613 indicates that Raoul had another son called Thomas.
“.…Thomas du pérouzel, son of Raoul du pérouzel, moved from Feugères to the nearby commune of
Hauteville-la-Guichard, sold a piece of land at Feugères to Pierre Quelinel….”. Archives
Départementales de la Manche, France, 1613, reference 5E5988.

Marigny Articles 5E5988, dated 1613. Archives Départementales de la Manche, Saint-Lô.

Records confirm that all of Raoul’s four sons were living in Feugères in 1613. However, Thomas
kept the one ‘r’ in his name as indicated in the 1606 document and moved from Feugères in 1613 to the
nearby commune of Hauteville-la-Guichard. His brothers, Gilles, Julien and Robert are shown as living in
Saint-Louet-sur-Lozon in 1625. Whether there was a family rift at this time is not known but the families of
Gilles and Julien generally continued to keep two ‘rr’s in their name from that time onwards.
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During the years 1606 to 1650 there were a number of transactions recorded in the Marigny Articles
involving the three brothers, Gilles, Julien and Robert, either together or as individual entries. These
transactions took place in Le Mesnil Eury, Saint-Louet-sur-Lozon, Aubigny and Hauteville-la-Guichard, all
neighbouring communes of Feugères.
An entry in the Marigny Articles dated 1625 describes Gilles and Julien as ‘honourable men’ giving
their brother, Robert, to the priesthood.
“.....Gilles du pérouzel and Julien du pérouzel, brothers and honourable men living in Saint-Louet-surLozon, and sons of Raoul du pérouzel, giving their brother Robert du pérouzel to the priesthood and
willing to support him at 60 livres a year.....” Archives Départementales de la Manche, 5E5989.

Marigny Articles 5E5989, dated 1625. Archives Départementales de la Manche, Saint-Lô.

Robert du pérouzel was the first known ancestor to become a priest. It was considered a great honour
at that time for someone in the family to join the priesthood. The custom in France was for members of the
family to pay for the maintenance and support for that person, which in Robert’s case was sixty livres a year.
The French currency was called a livre before it was changed to the franc. Gilles and Julien must, therefore,
have been able to afford to maintain Robert during his years of training. It is interesting that Thomas is
omitted from this entry thus suggesting he did not help his brothers to support Robert. It appears that Raoul
may have had a brother, although this is not proven. Marin du pérouzel is mentioned in the Marigny Articles
in 1656. This is in the context of “…Jean du pérouzel….son of Marin du pérouzel …” This is the only
reference to Marin in the Marigny Articles.
“....Jean du pérouzel, honourable man, siens du Rocher, son of Marin du pérouzel, sells two pieces of
land at Saint Aubigny to Jacques Auvray, at Mesnilbus, La Haye and Haut Jardin, at Aubingy for
1,200 livres.....”. Archives Départementales de la Manche, Saint-Lô, 1656, reference 5E5995.
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Marigny Articles 5E5995, dated 1656.
Archives Départementales de la Manche, Saint-Lô.

In the early years of family research there was no clear line or connection to show how those
recorded as Dupérouzel or Duperrouzel were linked. It was decided at that stage to trace every person found
in the registers of the Mairies with these names. Indeed, it took many, many years of research and hundreds
of translations before it was possible to sort out all the family connections and many more years before it was
possible to produce a family tree. By that time it was evident that the two families, Dupérouzel and
Duperrouzel, followed completely separate paths from 1613 onwards.
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